We prove the existence of kernel sections for the process generated by a non-autonomous wave equation with linear memory when there is nonlinear damping and the nonlinearity has a critically growing exponent; we also obtain a more precise estimate of upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension of the kernel sections. And we point out that in the case of autonomous systems with linear damping, the obtained upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension decreases as the damping grows for suitable large damping.
Introduction
and Main Results. In this paper, we consider the existence of the compact kernel sections and estimate the Hausdorff dimension of sections for non-autonomous wave equations with linear memory when there is nonlinear damping and the nonlinearity satisfies the critical growth condition.
Let
be an open bounded set of R3 with a smooth boundary We consider the following non-autonomous wave equation with linear memory term: d2u 8u f°°-j-^ +h( -) -k(0)Au -/ k'(s) Au(t. -s)ds-\-f(u,t)=g(x,t),x£$l,t>T,T£R, ot ut J o u(x,t)\xedn = 0, t £ R, u(x,t) = Uo(x,t), X £ 0, t < T,
with fc(0), k(oo) > 0 and k'(s) < 0 for every s £ R+, where u = u(x,t) is a real-valued function on Q, x [r,+oo), t £ R, u(t -s) = u(x,t -s), h(v) £ Cl(R\R), f(u,t) £ C1(R x R;R), = J\g(-,t) £ Cb{R, L2(Sl)), and Cb(R,L2(f2)) denotes the set of continuous bounded functions from R into L2(Q,).
Equations of this kind (1) occur in the description of viscoelastic solids with fading memory and dissipation due to the viscous resistance of the surrounding medium, in the presence of a nonlinear external force, of which u represents the displacement vector. Particularly, Eq. (1) can be regarded as a model of a viscoelastic membrane, where u is the vertical displacement.
If k! = 0, (1) reduces to a damped non-autonomous wave equation (cf. [1] ).
Following the idea of Dafermos [3] , we introduce a new variable r)(x,t, s) = u(x,t) -u{x,t -s).
For simplicity, we set //(s) = -k'(s) and fc(oo) -1. Setting v(x,t) = ut(x,t), Eq. (1) can then be transformed into the following three-dimensional system:
' ut = v, poo vt = Au+ / /j,(s) A rj(s)ds -h(v) -f(u, t) + g{x, t), 
where Let /(u, £) = /i(u, t) + f2(u, t), Gi(u, t) -Jq fi(r, t)dr, i = 1, 2. We make the following assumptions on functions Gi(u,t), fi(u,t), i -1, 2, /i(v):
(Fs): (F7): There exists a constant C2 > 0 such that < ''2(1 ' |« \f^t{u,t)\<c2{l + \u\p+1), 0 < p < 2. Vu, t e R.
(Fg): There exist two positive constants a, /3 such that /).(0) =0, 0 < a < h'(v) < /3 < +00, Vi> E R.
(Fg): The partial derivatives of G\ t(u,t) = J-Gi(u,t), i = -1.2 and g[{x,t) satisfy G'l t(u,t) + G'2t{u,t) -g't(x,t)u < 0,V«, i E R,x E fl.
(F10): For M > 0, there exist C3 = cs(AI) and <5i > 0 such that for any V«i, u2 E IKIK, IJualli < M,
(Fn): For M' > 0, there exist c4 = c±(M') and S2 > 0 such that for any Vi, v2 E L2({~1), ll"l ||o, 11^2 110 < M',
Where || • ||o, || ■ ||i denote the norms of L2(Q) and Hq(Q), respectively, || • ||l(x,y) denotes the norm of operator of L(X, Y) (the space of linear continuous operators from X into Y), f'iq is partial derivative with respect to q, and the inner product in L2(Vt) is denoted by (-,-)■
The exponential decay of the semigroup associated to the system (5) with N(Z,t) = 0 has been investigated by Z. Liu and S. Zheng and others; see [4] [5] . When the damping is linear (// ((?) = av) and the nonlinearity satisfies the noncritical growth conditions (fi = 0), for the non-autonomous (or autonomous) system (5) with / independent of t, V. Pata and A. Zucchi et al. proved the existence of its (uniform) global attractor and obtained an estimate of the Hausdorff dimension of attractor; see [1, 2] and references therein.
For the non-autonomous system (5) where k' = 0, i.e., (5) reduces to a nonautonomous semilinear wave equation, V. Chepyzliov and M. Vishik in [6] proved the existence of its kernel sections and obtained an upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension of section.
We observed from their estimates of [1, 6] that the upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension increases as the damping a grows and tends to infinity as a tends to positive infinity. From the physical intuition of Eq. (1), the Hausdorff dimension of attractor (or section) should be smaller when the damping grows. If k' = 0, h(v) = av and f(u, t) -f(u), g(x, t) = g(x) are independent of t, then the system (5) reduces to an autonomous semilinear wave equation with linear damping for which the existence and estimate of the Hausdorff dimension of the global attractor have been widely studied; see [7] [8] [9] [10] . Here it is worth mentioning that the author in [9] made a mistake in the proof of the uniform boundedness of the compact component of the semigroup. Later, Y. Huang et al. in [10] gave a correct proof.
In this paper, we generalize the existence and estimate of upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension of the kernel sections (or global attractor) in the previous works to the process generated by system (5) with k' ^ 0 when there is a nonlinear damping and the nonlinearity has a critical growth exponent. A more precise upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension for the kernel sections is obtained by carefully estimating the positivity of operator in the corresponding evolution equation of the first order in time. According to our estimate of dimension, in the case of autonomous systems with linear damping, the kernel of process is just the global attractor, and the upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension decreases as the damping grows for suitable large damping. The main results are the following theorems.
Theorem
I. If the functions /x(s), /(u,i), and h(v) satisfy conditions (Fi)-(Fcj), then the (mild) solutions of problem (5) exist globally and define a process U{t,r) : (u0T,v0T,ri0T)T -> (u(t),v(t),r){t))T, E -» E, t>r
which possesses a non-empty kernel K = {Z(-) : Z(t), t £ R, is a solution of (5), ||Z(f)||£; < Mz, € R} consisting of all bounded complete trajectories of the process, and the kernel sections at times s£i?:
are all compact. Moreover, let e= 2a , 
where {Ajjjgjv : 0 < Aj < A2 < • • • < Am < ■ • • , are the eigenvalues of operator -A with the Dirichlet boundary condition on Q, 0 < vq < min{| -|}, t G (|, 3^-), p is as in (F7), k is a positive constant independent of r, c' > 0 is a constant only depending on the shape of and uq, and [i\ denotes the largest integer which is less than or equal to I. Theorem II. If h(v) = av is linear, the functions /, g are independent of t, and (Fi)-Fn hold, then the process U(t, 0) associated to the autonomous system (5) with r = 0 is a semigroup
The kernel section A'(0) = 0 is just the global attractor of semigroup {S(t),t > 0}, and for any fixed Qo > 0, if a > a0, then there exists a constant a\ > 0 such that for any a > Qi, the Hausdorff dimension 0?// (©) of attractor 0 satisfies:
where Uq is a positive constant which is independent of a, and 2 ot £0 = . =.
(12) 3 + na + a2/X\ + y/{3 + na + a2/Ai)2 -12ko:
then dn(Q) = 0.
It is easy to see that dn in (9) is uniformly bounded. The upper bound in the right side of (11) is a decreasing function in a for large damping a. Therefore, the asymptotical behavior of (mild) solutions of system (1) ((5)) can be described by a finite number of parameters.
2. Existence and Uniqueness of Solutions. In this section, we present the existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence of (mild) solutions of the initial problem (5) in E.
Assume that conditions (Fi)-(Fg) hold. We know from [4] that the operator L in (6) is the infinitesimal generator of a Co-process eLt of contractions on the Hilbert space E under assumptions (Fi)-(F2).
By the embedding relation <-» L6(tt), for any VZ\, Z2 G E, ||Zi||,e < b, \\Z2\\e < b, and t G R, ||N(Zut) -N(Z2,t)\\2E <IIMfi) " Hv2)|| § + -f(u2,t)\\l
Lipschitz continuous with respect to Z from E into E and it is easy to see that N(Z,t) is continuously differentiable from E x R -> E. By the standard theory of semigroup of operators concerning the existence and uniqueness of solutions of evolution equations in Chapter 6 of [11] , we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 1. Consider the initial value problem (5) on the Hilbert space E. (i) For any Zqt G E. there exists a unique function Z (•) = Z {•. Zqt ) G C([t,+oo);E) such that Z(t,Zqt) = Zqt and Z(t) satisfies the integral equation
Z{t) = eL^-T)Z0T + J eL{t~^N{Z{r),r)dr, Vt > r. (14) In this case, Z(t) is called a mild solution of (5).
(
(iii) Z(t, Zqt) is jointly continuous in t and ZqtThe local existence of mild solutions of (5) in E is obtained from Theorem VI. 1.4 and Theorem VI. 1.5 of [11] , and the global existence of solutions can be obtained by the boundedness of solutions in Lemma 3 below.
For any t > r, we introduce a map U(t,r) : Zqt i-> Z(t,ZoT), where Z(t,ZoT) is the mild solution (or solution) of (5), then {U(t,r),t > r} define a strongly continuous process:
on E (or D(L)), which fulfills the following properties:
In this article, we will prove the existence of non-empty compact kernel sections at times s G R :
for the process {U{t, r), t > r} in E and give an upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension of the kernel section K{t).
3. Uniform Boundedness of Solutions.
Let /u\ /I 0 0\ (u\ ( u = I to I = I £ 1 o||i;j = |u + £,u|) (17)
where e is chosen as in (10), here /z(s) 0. The initial problem (5) is equivalent to the following system in Hilbert space E :
where eu -w
eu -w rjs F{<p,t) = | -f{u,t) + g(x,t) | .
In this section, we suppose the assumptions (19) , and the Poincare inequality:
we have that
Integration by parts and (F2) yields (22)- (23), we have that
The proof is completed. □ It is easy to check from (17) and Lemma 1 that for any initial data ip(r) G E, there exists a unique continuous mild solution <p(t) G C((t,+oo), E) of system (18) which defines a process U£(t,r) : {u0r,v0T + ewor,r?or)T -+ (u(t),v(t) + su(t),r](t))T, t>r
from E into E, and UE(t, r) = ReU(t,r)R-E, where /1 0 °\ Re = I e 1 0 I : (a, 6, c)T -> (a, 6 + ea,c)T \0 0 1/ is an isomorphism of E. So we need to consider the equivalent system (18) only.
Lemma 3. If 27 < emin{coi, C02}, then there exists a ball Bo of E, Bq = Be{0, ro), centered at 0 of radius ro > 0 such that for any bounded set B of E, there exists Tq(B) > 0 such that the mild solution <p(t) = (u(t),w(t):rj(t))T G E of (18) with ip(r) G B satisfies
in which w = ut + su and r0 is independent of r G R; that is, the ball Bq = Be{0, r0) of E is a uniformly bounded absorbing set of the process {U£(t, T),t>r}mE with respect to r G R.
Proof. Let G(u,t) -f f(r,t)dr = Gi(u,t) + G2{u,t), G(u,t) = I G(u,t)dx.
Jo Jn
Let ip = (u(t),w(t),r](t))T G E, t > r, be a mild solution of (18) with initial value <p(r) = (uqti Vqt + £Uot,tiot)T G E. Taking the inner product of (18) with p = (u(t),w(t),r/(t))T in which w = ut + eu, we find
By (F3MF5), we have
where Cq = minjcoi, 002}-Thus, there exist two positive constants k\, k2 > 0 such that
Thus, by 7 < |c6 and (20), 
at a Z where ||<?||o = supfefl \\g(x, t)||o. By Gronwall's inequality, we have the following absorbing property:
MOIII <2y(t)
Choosing rg = 4 f^||ff||o + j (jn(}ependent 0f r £ iJ), by (29), the proof is completed. □ Corollary 4. For any initial value <£>(r) £ B0, i.e., Mr)lll =]|wOr|li + Ikor+eWOrllo + lborllK < ^0,
there exists a constant r\ = ri(ro) such that the mild solution of (18) <p(t) = (u(t),w(t),rj(t))T satisfies ||i/j(t)||£ < n, Vt > r. 4 . Existence of Compact Kernel Sections.
To prove the existence of non-empty compact kernel sections for the process {U(t,r),t > r} in E, we first present some definitions and results from [6] .
Definition 5. The kernel K of a process {U(t,r)} consists of all bounded complete trajectories of the process {U(t,r)} : K = {Z(-) : Z(t), t G R, is a solution of (5), \\Z(t)\\E < Mz, Vi G i?}
and the section K(s) C E of the kernel K at time s G R is .) Let {U(t,r)} be a uniformly asymptotically compact process acting in a space E, with a compact uniformly attracting set Ac E. Each mapping U(t,r)
: E -> E is assumed continuous. Then the kernel K of the process {U(t,r)} is non-empty, the kernel sections A"(s) are all compact, and K(s) C A.
In this section, we will prove that the process {Ue(t,r),t > r} is uniformly asymptotically compact in E, that is, {Ue(t,T),t > r} possesses a uniformly attracting compact set in E with respect to t E R.
hold. Let ip(t) (or u(t)) be a (mild) solution of system (18) (or (1)) with the initial value <p(r) = (won^or + £Uot,Vot)T G Bo, i.e., ||v'('r)|||; = ll^orlli + ll^or + £Wor||o + Ihorlljf < rq. We decompose u(t) into u(t) = uL(t) + Ujv(f), where ui(t) and «Ar(i) satisfy, respectively, rOO UL,tt + h{ut) -h(uN<t) -k(0)AuL -/ k'(s) A uL(t -s)ds + fi{uL, t) = 0, Jo
UL(x, T) = U0r(x), ULj(x, t) = Vqt (x), X G fi, , Ul(x,t) = Uo(x,t), X G fl, t <T, and . poo uN,tt + h(uN,t) -k(0)AuN -/ fc'(s) A uN{t -s)ds + f(u,t) -f\(uL,t) = g{x,t), Jo
UN{x,t)\xed n = 0, teij, un(x, t) = Uff,t(x, r) = 0, ie!l, , Un(x, t) = 0, x 6 f2, £ < r,
where uLM = uL>t = Lemma 9. There exist two positive constants Mj(ro) and cri(ro) such that
provided that 7 in (F5) is small enough (see below), where t]l(x, t, s) = Ul{x, t) -UL{x, ts). From (F3) and (Fe), we deduce that -0 and \fi(u,t)\ < cg(|u|3 + |u|) (W G R); hence for every ui € Hq(Q), by the Sobolev embedding Hq(Q) C L4(fl), we have 0 < G\(uL,t) < eg(|\ul1\\± + ||wl||o) < ci0(r0)||uL||?,
lll"ili;-2^3l(°l't)' V'Ca By (F3), e{fi(uL,t),uL) > 0. 
2 2ci0(r0) By Gronwall's inequality, we have
where Mi(ro) = Tq(1 + 2cio(ro)). The proof is completed. 
> £-\\A^'2uN\\l + (£ + ^)\\avwn\\20 + IwAWmUl
From Corollary 4 and Lemma 9, we know that ||ujv(^)||i and ||ujv,t(0llo are uniformly bounded, i.e., ||wjv(t)||i < cn(r0), ||ujv,t(i)||o < ci2(r0), Vt > t.
We recall the embedding relations:
if"1 (ft) C £T2(ft) if V!>iy2 and tf"(ft) C L9(ft), where -= \ -
Q Zd
From (Fe)-(Fy), we obtain that [ |[/(M) -fi(uL,t) -g(x,t)]A2"uN\dx

Jn < IIf(u(t),t) -fi(uL(t),t) -g(x,t)||o • \\A2,/uN(t)\\0
< ci3(r0), Vt > r
and by g[(x,t) £ Cb{R, L2(Q)),
[ [Wt{x,t)\ + \f[^t{u{t),t)\ + \f^t(u(t),t)\ + \f[ t(uL(t),t)\}\A2vuN(s)\dx < ci4(r0), \/t > r. Jn (48)
Now we estimate the last term of the left-hand side of (42) which is similar to the proof of Proposition 2 in [10] . Choosing two positive numbers 5 and k such that 6 
Similarly,
\\(fi,u{u(t)'t) -fi,u(uL(t),t))ut(t)\\Ls < ci8M|Mi)||o-p"+W(f)||o, Vi>T. (51)
On the other hand, we have \\f^u(t),t)ut(t)\\LL <c19{r0)\\ut(t)\\a, Vt G (^, -).
5 3 +p Let S < l: then II/2,«(mW>*HWIIl« < c2o||/2,u(■"(*)>WIU' < C2i(ro)||wt(t)||o, Vt > t.
Again, Taking the inner product of (5) with Z = (u,Ut,rj)T G E in E, by (F2) and (Fg), we obtain that \jt( llVullo + IKIlo2 + WvWu + 2G{u,t) -(,g{x,t),u))
From Corollary 4 and (Fg), it is easy to obtain that /+oo \\ut{r)\\ldr < c28(r0).
(59)
We know from Lemma 9 that WuLiml < M1(r0)e~'T^t-T\ Wt > t. To obtain the existence of a uniformly attracting compact set for the process U£(t,r) defined by (18), we need to use a Lemma from [1] . □ Lemma 13. Suppose the conditions (Fi)-(Fg) hold; then the process {Ue(t,r),t > r} associated with (18) possesses a uniformly attracting compact set Ac E with respect to r G R, i.e., the process {Ue(t,r),t > r} is uniformly asymptotically compact in E.
Proof. In view of Lemma 10, let BVo be the ball of V\+2v0 x V2v0 of radius M^ro) and set A = B"0 x B c E.
From the compact embedding Vi+2i,0 x Hoity x and the relative compactness of B in L2^(R+, A is compact in E. Now we show the attraction property of A. Let B C E be a bounded set, with r = supveB \\^\\e and let t* = t*(B) such that Ue(t,r)B C Bo, Mt > t*. Let t > t* and to = t -t* >0. Using the process property (iii), we have that Ue{t0 + t*,T)B = Ue(t0 + t*,t*)Ue(t*,T)BcU£(t0 + t*,t*)B0.
Pick any <p(t) = (u(t),w(t),ri(t))T G Ue(t,r)B for t > t*. From (68) and Lemma 10, we have = <p(t) -G A where ipjv(£) = w^it), ??Ar(i))T is given by (34). Therefore, by Lemma 9,
The proof is completed. □ Lemma 14. The process {UE(t,r),t > r} possesses a non-empty kernel K = {</?(■) : <p(t), t G R, is a solution of (18), | |v(*)|Is < Mv, Vt G R} (69) such that the kernel section K(s) at the time s:
is compact and K(s) C A, Vs G R.
Proof. It is immediately proved from Lemma 8 and Lemma 13. □ 5. Hausdorff Dimension of Kernel Sections. In this section, we assume the assumptions (Fi)-(Fn) hold. Firstly we prove the differentiability of the process U(t,r) defined by (3) (or (5)).
Lemma 15. Consider the linearized equation of (3) (or (5)) with initial-boundary conditions:
U(x,t) = V(x,t) = T(x,t,s) -0, x G dfl or s -0, t > r, U(x,t) = U0t, V(x,t) = V0t, T(x,t,s) = T0t, (x, s) g ft x R+ where Z(x,t,s) = (u(x, t), v(x, t), r}(x, i, s))T is a solution of (5) (or (3)). Then (71) is a well posed problem in E, the process U(t,r) defined by (3) (or (5)) is uniformly quasidifferentiable on the kernel section {A'(r), r G i?} for t > r, the quasidifferentiability of f/(t, r) at Z(t) = {uoT,VQT,riOT)T is the linear operator U'(t,T, Z) on E :
U'(t, r, Z) : $0t = {U0r, Vqt, T0r)T -(t) = (U(t), V(t), X(t))T e E, where ^ = (U, V., Y)T is the solution of (71).
Proof. It is clear from the assumptions (Fi)-(Fn) that the linear system (71) is well posed in E. We first consider the Lipschitz property of U(t,r) on the bounded sets of E.
Let
Zftr -(^0r > VOr) VOt ) G E, Zqt = (uoT 4" Uqt , Vqt + Vqt > VOt 0r ) G E with \\Z0t\\e<Ro, \\Z0t\\e<Ro
and
Similarly to the proof of Corollary 5, there exists a constant r' = r'(Ro) such that
The difference ip = Z ~ Z = (•0i,V,2j V^)7 satisfies dtipi = r OO dtip2 = A^i -h(v(t)) + /i(u(t)) + / aKs) a ips{s)ds -f(u, t) + f(u, t), 
where £ (0,1), i = 3, 4. By the assumptions (F9) and (F10),
Taking the inner product of each side of (76) with 0 in E, we obtain that jt\\0\\2E < C38(r')l|0||| + c39(r')(\\u(t) -«(f)||?+Ml + \\v(t) -v(t)\\2+2S°), t > r.
By the Gronwall inequality, we obtain (18) with initial condition 9t+H'{<p)9^F^ip,t)% \I/(t) = (Ut,Wt,Tt)t e E,
where ^ = (U, W, Y)T € E and ip(t) = (u, w, r/)T G E, t > r is the solution of (18), and there exists a continuous function of (t -t), \/t > t such that sup \\U'£(t,T,<pT)\\L{E,E) < C(t -t), Vt>T,
then the Hausdorff dimension of the kernel section K(t) is less than or equal to to, Vt e R.
Lemma 17. For any orthonormal family of elements of E, {(£j, %■, Cj)T}7Lii we have £ll^%'llo ^EArX' Vi/e[0,l).
j=l 3=1
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma VI. 6.3 of [12] . 
where k = k(ro) is a positive constant, a, e, d, z^o, are defined in Theorem I.
Proof. It is easy to obtain (82) by taking the inner product of (79) with 'I/ in E, and the function C(t -t) is an exponential function of (t -r).
Let to £ N be fixed. Consider to solutions \&i, $2, of (79). At a given time q > r, let Qm{q) denote the orthogonal projection in E onto the space span {vfi(g),^2(g),"-,*m(9)}-Let $,(<?) = (^,%,Cj)T G E, j = 1,2, • • • , m, be an orthonormal basis of Qm(q)E.
Suppose <p(t) = {u(t),w{t)^{t))t G K(t) C B0; then ||y(i)||B < n, t > r (ri is defined by Corollary 5) . By Lemma 18 and ||$j||j5 = 1, we have $&))*; < -£-m\\l + M\l) ~ ^IICIll " flfellg-
On the other hand, {F!p(<p{q),q)^j(q),^j{q))E = (-fL(u{q),q)^j{q),r]j{q))L2 < \\fi(u(q),q)^(q)\\0 ■ IMIo- 
Hence, the constant ko in the right side of inequality (11) is independent of a and £0 < §• Obviously, the upper bound 011 the right side of (11) 
